TALA GROUP - SAUDI ARIBIA - EGPYT
It is a new Establishing holding company to be the nucleus of many big
companies to create the teams, the finance, the organizations to develop and
implement the Egypt Vision 2040, and to win the elections, to transform the
promoter Egyptian societies into postmodern, developed, prosperous
societies before 2040.

Introduction:
Egypt is a great country with great histories and great potential, located
strategally between West and East. If the conditions continue as they are
today, Egypt and many other countries in the region will face deadly
economic, political disasters caused by illiteracy, poverty, shortage of food,
water and electricity, population explosion and corruption before the year
2030. Egypt, with 74Millions people today, importing huge quantities of food
products, is getting 80% of the Nile Water. What will happen in the year 2030
if the population of Egypt will increase into 110 Mill, and of Sudan into 90
Mill, and of Ethiopia into 130Mill, and Egypt will get much less than 50% of the
Nile Water?
Imagine… the budget to develop the Egypt Vision 2040 is much, very much
less than the budget to develop a new big refinery. Imagine… the financial,
political, social profit of the Egypt Vision 2040 is much, very much bigger that
a new refinery!
Therefore we suggest the following:
First: Establishing a new holding company to be the nucleus of many big
companies, to create the teams, the finance, the organizations to
develop and implement the Egypt Vision 2040, and to win the
elections, to convert the Egyptian promoter societies into postmodern,
developed, prosperous societies before 2040.

Second: Partners

1. Mr. M. Hawas group.
2. Consultants represented by Mr Hisham Moamanah
Third: Following companies will be created by the new holding company:

1. House of experts to provide political, economical, scientifically,
educational, legal consultation services and studies.
2. E-education Company to develop e-education system, and to build and
operate the best schools, vocational trainings and universities using eeducation system.
3. Advertisement and Media Company.
4. E-commerce Company.
5. Hospital Management Company.
6. Biotechnology Company.
7. Modern agricultural company.
8. Clean Energy Company.
9. New economic cities.
Fourth: Mr. Hawas and his group will organize the seed capitals for the new
companies as loan to the new holding company.

Fifth: Most of the new companies will be converted into big joint stock
companies.

Sixth: Many special organizations, TV stations, magazines will be created:

1. To develop the concepts, the strategies, the studies.
2. To organize the discussions, conferences.
3. To convince the decision makers, politicians, thinkers, reporters,
middle class people, normal people in villages and cities.
4. To organize the campains for the elections.
5. To create continuous intellectual revolutions.
6. To convert the region into the bridge of peace between West and East.
Seventh: The organizations should be involved to prevent the economic,
political disasters in the neighbouring countries, which will affect
Egypt negatively.

